
Efforts for Ensuring Communication Environments for Foreign Tourists to Japan

〇 The communication means used by foreign tourists to Japan during their stay in Japan are free public wireless LAN, SIM cards, mobile Wi-Fi
routers, etc.
○ Tourist facilities and telecommunications carriers have established places where free public wireless LAN is available nationwide and will promote
the further improvement of its availability. However, we strive to improve communication environments by mutually complementing wireless LAN
with SIM cards and Wi-Fi routers taking into account the following issues.
- There is a demand of foreign tourists to Japan for SIM cards and mobile Wi-Fi routers as desired communications means.
- It is easy to buy SIM cards on the street in Asia or other places. It is required, therefore, to increase places where people can buy them in Japan.
- Since radio waves from access points of wireless LAN only reach tens of meters, the service areas are limited.
- The coverage of population of mobile communications lines in Japan is very high so that there is an environment where foreign tourists to Japan

can access the Internet without interruption.
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In facilities where many people visit and stay, the private
sector (owners of facilities and telecommunications carriers
has a strong incentive for investments and free public
wireless LAN is available in many places.

Wide areas and outdoor facilities such as parks and cities and
moving objects such as buses and trains have a high affinity
for mobile communications networks The use of SIM cards
and mobile Wi-Fi routers is expected in those areas.

The Japan Tourism Agency, in collaboration with the Minister of
Internal Affairs and Communications, takes advantage of the Council
for Promotion of Free Public Wireless LAN in order to encourage
various parties concerned to improve communication environments.

The Japan Tourism Agency implements the
Promotional Project for Use of SIM Cards and Mobile
Wi-Fi Routers.

Principal communications means: Free public wireless LAN Principal communications means: SIM cards, WiFi routers, etc. 
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The Japan Tourism Agency will strive to improve comprehensive communication environments by making free public 
wireless LAN available in more places and promoting the use of SIM cards and mobile Wi-Fi routers



Communication means which foreign tourists to Japan plan to use
○ According to a survey on communication means foreign tourists to Japan planned to use, Free public wireless LAN is No.1 followed by SIM card

(28.6%). In addition, SIM card marked the widest gap (15.4%) between communication means they planned to use before their visit to Japan and
communication means they actually used during their stay in Japan (Free public wireless LAN: 7.9%).
○ Comparing the ratio of answers that it is convenient if they can buy SIM cards with the ratio of answers that they actually bought SIM cards, the

expectations of foreign tourists are not met in many scenes.
→ It is necessary to publicize and promote SIM cards and mobile Wi-Fi routers and increases places where foreign tourists to Japan can buy 

them taking their plan to use communication means into consideration. 
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Places which they think it is convenient if they can buy SIM cards 

Places where they actually bought SIM cards
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Purpose of Promotional Campaign for Use of SIM Cards and Mobile Wi-Fi Routers for Foreign Tourists to Japan

- The Japan Tourism Agency (JTA) will implement “Promotional Campaign for Use of SIM Cards and Mobile Wi-Fi Routers for Foreign
Tourists to Japan” in order to respond to their plan to use SIM cards and mobile Wi-Fi routers and the necessity in increasing places where
SIM cards are available.

- The JTA will solicit parties concerned of tourism who desire to newly sell SIM cards and mobile Wi-Fi routers through this campaign. Also,
the JTA will promote this campaign in places nationwide where SIM cards and Wi-Fi routers are sold in order to increase places where those
devices are available, improve the degree of recognition of such services and further stimulate the demand for tourism.

Placing posters and leaflets in places nationwide 
where SIM cards and Wi-Fi routers are sold Launch of a website for 

promoting this campaign

Promotion of services for making SIM cards and mobile Wi-Fi routers available

URL：
http://www.jnto.go.jp/mobiletips

Places nationwide where SIM cards 
and Wi-Fi routers are available

- In airplanes
- Airport counters
- Convenience stores
- Train stations
- Tourist offices
- Accommodations

About 800 places

取扱い場所の周知


